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About
World-renowned criminology Jane Monckton Smith's groundbreaking work is
revolutionising the understanding of coercive control and domestic homicide among
those who respond to it. But that's not enough. We need to change the conversation. -This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
Cyberflashing has been on the rise since the Covid-19 pandemic. Yet, despite its
prevalence and significant harms, cyberflashing is not a criminal offence in England and
Wales.This crucial book provides new in-depth analysis, understanding and insight into
the nature and harms of cyberflashing. The authors consider recently adopted laws in the
US, Singapore and Scotland, and set out proposals to criminalise cyberflashing as a sexual
offence in English law. This unique and timely study presents the first comprehensive
examination of cyberflashing and the need to reform the criminal law.
When Ellie marries her childhood sweetheart, Curtis, she believes she has found her
happy-ever-after.Soon, however, cracks begin to show and Ellie realises that Curtis may
not be the man she thought he was.On the surface, all appears perfect for the family;
children are born, careers progress, and loving relationships with family and friends
develop. Only Ellie knows the truth about her increasingly abusive, erratic and evasive
husband.Slowly and torturously being stripped of her self-esteem, will Ellie and her boys
ever escape the coercive and controlling existence that is their life?A true story, set in
the north of England, through the 1980s and 90s.
This book is designed to support professionals with the sensitive and effective use of the
storybook, Floss and the Boss, created to help young children understand about
domestic abuse and coercive control. By defining domestic abuse and coercive control
and exploring the effects upon children and their education, this guidebook puts the
professional in a position to have important conversations with children about what to
do if something at home does not feel right. When used with the storybook, it provides a
vehicle for talking to children about staying safe and their emotional wellbeing.
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For effective and safe use, this book should be purchased alongside the professional
guidebook. Both books can be purchased together as a set, Helping Children Learn
About Domestic Abuse and Coercive Control: A Floss and the Boss Storybook and
Professional Guide [9780367344511]. This beautifully illustrated and sensitively written
storybook has been created to help young children understand about domestic abuse
and coercive control. Floss is a happy little puppy who loves going to Doggy Daycare and
playing with her best friend, Houdini. The story explores how things change when her
Mum’s new friend, Boss, comes into their lives. It helps children who have experienced
Floss and the boss: Helping children learn about domestic abuse and Catherine Lawler and
domestic abuse and trauma to make sense of their feelings, teaching them to seek help
coercive control
Abigail Sterne
and stay safe.
ISBN 9780367510794
A comprehensive, compassionate look at domestic violence - including historical,
Dawn Bradley
psychological, social, familial, and legal issues - this well-organized, accessible book offers
Berry, 2000, McGrawthe most current information available on prevention and recovery, along with practical
The Domestic Violence Sourcebook
Hill Education – Europe, ISBN 9780737304190
steps for escaping a violent domestic situation. *****
A practical guide to coercive control and its relevance to different areas of law with a
particular focus on family law, including why the law was necessary, the problems facing
victims when utilising legislation, risk assessment of victims, the link between coercive
control and stalking, protective orders available for victims, legal aid, and how coercive
control is relevant to family court proceedings. Whilst coercive control is not a new
phenomenon, the law prohibiting it and the use of the phrase is relatively new and it is
A Practical Guide to Coercive Control for Legal Practitioners and
still very much a developing area of law and an area which is still often overlooked by the
Victims
Rachel Horman
and
family justice system. ****
ISBN 9781912687220, 2019,criminal
Law Brief
Publishing,
This book considers whether coercive control (particularly non-physical forms of family
violence) should be prohibited by the criminal law. Based on the premise that traditional
understandings of family violence are severely limited, it considers whether the core of
family violence is power-based controlling or coercive behavior: attempts by men to
psychologically dominate their partners. Such behavior can cause significant
psychological, physical and economic harms to victims and is increasingly recognized as a
form of human rights abuse. The book considers the new offences that have been
introduced in England and Wales (controlling or coercive behavior), Ireland
(controlling behavior) and Scotland (domestic abuse). It invites consideration of three key
questions: Do conventional criminal laws adequately regulate non-physical abuse? Is the
Edited by Marilyn
criminal law an appropriate mechanism for responding to the coercive control of family
Criminalising Coercive Control : Family Violence and the
McMahon, Paul McGorr
members? And if a new and distinctive offence is warranted, what is the optimal form of
Criminal Law
ery
offence?
***Singapore,
ISBN 9789811506529; 2020,that
Springer
Verlag,
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In Love and In Danger: A Teen’s Guide to Breaking Free of Abusive
Relationships

10

Violence Against Women and Ethnicity : Commonalities and
Differences Across Europe

11

I Am Not Your Victim : Anatomy of Domestic Violence

12 It's My Life Now : Starting Over After an Abusive Relationship

This revised and updated edition for teenagers who have questions about abusive dating
relationships helps them understand the causes and consequences of their situation,
learn what they can do about it, find help from parents and other adults, and discover
how to build healthier relationships. In Love and in Danger is one of the only books
available on dating violence and abusive relationships that addresses young adults
directly in a straightforward and non-condescending manner. Included are facts about
dating violence, tips for how to tell if your relationship is abusive, information on why
dating abuse happens, and what you can do if you are being abused by (or are abusing)
someone you love. Packed with practical advice and compelling interviews with teens,
this edition features updated information and statistics, an expanded resource section,
Barrie Levy
new afterword by the author****
IBSN 9781580051873 – 2006;and
Seala Press
This book draws together both theory and practice on minority/migrant women and
gendered violence. The interplay of gender, ethnicity, religion, class, generation, and
Edited by Ravi
sexuality in shaping the lives, experiences, and choices of minority/migrant women
K. Thiara,
affected by violence has not always been adequately theorized within much of the
Monika Schröttle, Steph
existing writing. Feminist theory - especially the insights provided by the concept of
anie A. Condon
- are central to the editors' conceptual frameworks. ***
ISBN 9783866494091, 2011, 'intersectionality'
Verlag Barbara Budrich
I am Not Your Victim vividly details the evolution of domestic violence during the 16-year
marriage of author Beth Sipe. Encouraged to publish her story by her therapist and coauthor, Evelyn J. Hall, Beth Sipe relates the background and events leading up to and
immediately following her tragic act of desperation that ended the life of her sadistic
perpetrator. Beth's subsequent mishandling by the police, the military, a mental health
professional, and the welfare system illustrates how women like Beth face
further revictimization and neglect by the very systems that should provide support and
assistance. Insightful commentaries written by experts in the field follow Beth's story and
Beth M. Sipe, Evelyn J.
deepen our understanding of the causes and process of spousal abuse, why battered
Hall
stay, and the
dynamic consequences of domestic violence. ****
ISBN 9781452235301, 2013,women
SAGE Publications
Inc.
It's My Life Now is a guide for survivors who have left an abusive relationship. It
addresses-in clear, non-threatening language-various issues associated with abuse and
violence, including post-relationship emotions, psychological impact, dealing with
children, personal safety, legal problems, and financial security. Each chapter dismantles
common myths about being in and leaving an abusive relationship and contains activities
for self-exploration that survivors can complete as they navigate a new life free from
Meg Kennedy
abuse. Recommended by the National Coalition of Domestic Violence, this book is
Dugan, Roger R. Hock
to benefit
ISBN 9780415415194, 2018, designed
Taylor & Francis
Ltd,any survivor, no matter how much time has passed. ***

The Covert Passive-Aggressive Narcissist : Recognizing the Traits and
Debbie Mirza
13 Finding Healing After Hidden Emotional and Psychological Abuse

Engaging with Perpetrators of Domestic Violence : Practical
14 Techniques for Early Intervention

Kate Iwi, Chris
Newman

A list of traits of the covert narcissist and how they look like in daily life The differences
between an overt and a covert narcissist A checklist to see if you are with a covert
narcissist Real-life stories to illustrate what these traits look like Explanations of different
covert techniques narcissists use to control and manipulate A chapter dedicated to what
sex looks like with a covert narcissist. Descriptions of covertly narcissistic parents
Information on what it looks like to have a covertly narcissistic boss or co-worker A
chapter on healing to help give you tools and hope for a beautiful future, free of toxic
****
ISBN 9780998621340, 2017, relationships.
Debbie Mirza Coaching
This concise book equips practitioners with the knowledge and techniques they need to
make the most of limited client contact with perpetrators. It outlines how to briefly
assess perpetrators, how to prepare them for a perpetrator programme, and describes a
range of interventions that can be used to reduce the risk they represent in the
meantime. Drawing on approaches from motivational work, anger management, CBT and
feminist models, but written in practical and easy to follow language, the book provides
guidance for carrying out interviews and assessing risk, how to use safety plans, signals
and time outs, understanding the impact of abuse on victims, how to analyse incidents of
how to make
an effective referral. ****
ISBN 9781849053808, 2015, abuse
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